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The Diary of Kilauea* 

Volcanic Action in Hawaii Being Observed and Recorded 

AN important contribution to scientific knowledge is 
that just published by the Society of Arts. The insti
tute has recognized the need of systematic observation 
of volcanoes, and for the purpose has established in 
the Hawaiian Islands an observatory, where, with 
most recent methods and equipment, the facts that 
the crater has to offer are to be collected. The work 
owes its initiative to the interest and activity of Prof. 
T. A. Jaggar, Jr., of the Geological Department, who 
is the director of the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory. 

The report of the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory is 
a neat quarto of seventy-five pages, well illustrated, 
which gives the history of the institution and its work 
up to and including 1912. 
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constructed. Dr. Jaggar was named head of the ob
servatory and relieved of his duties in Boston for the 
purpose of making investigations at the volcano of 
Kilauea, where the station is located. 

The institute has the lease of a tract of three acres 
on the brink of the crater, with the option of renewal, 
and its station includes living rooms, administration 
offices and work rooms, while .the Whitney Laboratory 
of Siesmology is a� basement room of concrete, floored 
on the solid ledge of basalt. The place of the instru
ment house is illbst striking, being on the very edge of 
the rim, where at times the clouds from the crater en
compass it. During some of the experiments it has 
been necessary to establish a line of assistants who by 

conduct of the fiery lakes in the' bottom of the crater 
is chronicled, the oscillations of the lakes within their 
basins, the different kinds of action, the fountains, one 
of which, "old faithful" was playing at intervals of 
thirty seconds, sending fiery spray to one hundred feet 
in height, while the earthquake shocks of every little 
while are noted. 

Experiments were made in gas-composition of the 
vapor clouds above the lakes, the flows of molten lava 
into fiery pools are described and the floating island. 
New cones on the floor of the great crater are a phe
nomenon of interest, the fall of the crater walls, the 
range of the fire with reference to surface, are fea
tures in an activity that knows no cessation. 

Part of the work was that of Perret and Shepard, 
the former the well-known vulcanologist and the lat
ter detailed for the work by the Carnegie Institution. 
In this series of observations, a cable was stretched 
across the lake, and from it the thermometers were 
lowered into the lava to ascertain its temperature. It 
was a very difIicult performance, and one after another 
of the instruments were lost, on account of the heat 
and acid condition of the vapors, which melted or cor
roded the wire ropes. One record was obtained, how
ever, at 1,800 deg. Fahr., and a moment after the 
wire ropes were melted and the instrument lost. It 
was the third pyrometer thus to be destroyed, but the 
observation is considered to be a good one of the tem
perature of Kilauea lava. 

Crater of Halemaumau, about January 4th, 1912. 

One of the striking matters presented by this volume 
is a bit of prophecy. Dr. Jaggar thinks that there is 
a rhythmic escape of lava, which has been fairly well 
verified by the records of past eruptions. Mauna Loa, 
which is the subject of this prediction, seems to have 
dpcreased the duration of its eruptive periods, which 
previous to 1868 were eleven and one half years long, 
and since that date have been five years long. The 
time between these periods when the volcano has re
mained quiet has decreased from five and one half 
years to four and three quarters. Applying these figures 
to the last eruption, Dr. Jaggar is looking for renewed 
activity in this volcano in February, 1915. There is 
really no satisfactory information on which to predict 
the month, but from the usual conduct of the volcano, 
February seems the most probable. It will be of great 
interest to know whether this prediction, made in Sep
tember, 1912, is fully realized. 

In 1912 the observatory was put on a five-year foun
dation, and early in the year the present building was 
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Food for Polar Explorers 

IN A recent article in the Daily Telegraph, London, 
Sir Ernest Shackleton discusses the important question 
of food supplies and the proper diet for explorers in polar 
regions, and as these are questions of vital importance 
in regions where temperatures not far short of 80 degrees 
below zero are common, as the success of such expedi
tions depends primarily on the health of the explorers, 
this article is quoted in full and will be found of general 
interest, particularly the tables giving the scale of food 
rations that has been prepared by Colonel Beveridge, 
of the Royal Army Medical College, particularly for this 
expedition: 

"To provide the best kind of nourishment under the 
long and, even at their best, somewhat trying conditions 
of the Polar regions is a matter of considerable thought 
and anxiety in the organization of such an expedition as 
ours. Captain Scott, whose great achievement and 
tragic death are ever fresh in mind, gave the matter his 
most careful consideration. But I believe this is the first 
occasion when Polar explorers will have the benefit not 
only of practical experience, but of scientific experi
ments and tests which should prove of very great ad
vantage in the coming effort. 

"The sledging distance to be covered will be roughly 
1,800 miles, and the first half of this, from the Weddell 
Sea to the Pole, will be over unknown ground. Every 
step will be an advance in gecgu1phical science. It will 
be learned whether the great Victoria chain of mountains, 
which has been traced from Ross Sea to the Pole, extends 
across the continent, and thus links up (exe< pt for the 
ocean break) with the Andes of South America; and 
whether the great plateau around the Pole dips gradually 
to the Weddell Sea. Continuous magnetic observations 
will be taken on the journey. The route will lead to the 
Magnetic Pole, and the determination of the dip of the 
magnetic needle will be of importance in practical magne
tism. . 'l'he meteorological conditions will be carefully 
noted, and this should help to solve many of our weather 
problems. Tho glaciologist and geologist will study ice 
formations and the nature of the mountains, and his 
report should prove of great scientific interest. This 
apart from the scientific work of the base parties, one 

calls from one to another directed the manipulation of 
the instruments. 

The story given iii the report is largely a day by 
day account, and valuable for scientific purposes. The 

of whom I shall leave on the Weddell Sea and the other 
of whom I hope to meet on the Ross Sea at the conclu
sion of my long march. 

"On this march, which is roughly 1,800 miles, I shall 
have the company of Mr. Frank Wild, my second in com
mand, who served with distinction during an extended 
sledge journey during the National Antarctic Expedi
tion, 1901-4, and who was one of the southern party 
of my last expedition (1907-9), together with four picked 
men. Given favorable conditions we hope to do the 
journey in 90 days; but we shall take enough food with 
us to last 120 days, in case we meet with blizzards which 
confine us to our tent. The average duration of a bliz
zard is two or three days, but a particularly bad storm 
has been known to last as long as 17 days. Even, there
fore, if we meet with the worst weather conditions, we 
shall have plenty of supplies to the good. In the matter 
of temperatures the mean Antarctic winter temperature 
is always below zero. In summer it is about -28. On 

-

the plateau it is 40 degrees below zero, but in the spring 
months the temperature falls as low as 75 below zero. 

"Now several important considerations have to be 
borne in mind in selecting food supplies for conditions 
such as these. The food must be wholesome-it must 
be uncontaminated-and nourishing in the highest de
gree. Only by the most nutritious and (as far as possi
ble) most varied food can one hope to hold the dread 
disease of scurvy at bay. 'l'here was a time when scur
vy, which is often produeed by eating preserved food 
in an unwholesome condition, used to be regarded as the 
inevitable corollary of a prolonged stay in Polar regions; 
it has been the bete blanche of more than one heroic 
effort. On the 1907 expedition we had not a single 
case of scurvy attributable to the food we had brought 
with us. 

"Again, food taken with us on our sledging expedi
tion must be as light as p�ssible in weight, and yet, con
tradictory as this may seem on the face of it, it must be 

Photo by E. Moses. Hawaiian volcano observatory. April, 1912. 
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